1...THEFT GRACE COVELL 042008
Victim reported his musical instrument stolen during the Band Festival. Someone took a Gong that was on loan from Stockton Unified School District. Officer initiated a report.

2...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT BROOKSIDE HALL 042008
Officers responded to a report of a possible fight coming from an upstairs resident. Officers responded and a report was initiated.

3...AID STOCKTON POLICE DAVE BRUBECK 042008
Officers assisted Stockton PD who were responding to a report of a disturbance in the area. Officers advised disturbance was only verbal, no physical altercation. SPD cancelled.

4...DUI ARREST ALPINE & PERSHING 042008
Officer conducted a traffic stop and determined the subject was under the influence. CHP responded and arrested the driver. Subject was transported to the county jail.

5...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT CALAVERAS RIVER 042108
Officers responded to a report of a male possibly sleeping under the levee bridge. Officer contacted and interviewed. Subject left the area.

6...CRIMINAL OFF CAMPUS 042208
Officer located a vehicle with a broken window off campus with a Pacific permit. Owner was contacted and officer initiated a report. Vehicle located at Precissi & Bianchi.

7...VANDALISM FAYE SPANOS CENTER 042208
Staff reported graffiti on the upper balcony area. Officer initiated a report.

8...FIRE MC CAFFREY CENTER 042208
Officer advised of a smoldering trash can. Officer cancelled since Physical plant was able to assist.

9...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT ALPINE AVE. 042208
Staff reported two males in a large silver truck driving westbound from Larry Heller holding a gun out of the window. Officers checked the surrounding areas with negative results.
10...VANDALISM          LOT 14          042208
Officer responded to a report of a vandalized vehicle. Officer initiated a report.

11...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT QUAD KITCHEN 042308
Staff reported a suspicious male looking at the bicycles in the area. Officer contacted the subject and interviewed. Subject was revoked from campus.

12...CASUALTY           MONAGAN HALL 042308
Officers responded to a report of an ambulance on campus. Ambulance was called directly for an ill female. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

13...SUSPICIOUS PERSON CALAVERAS BIKE PATH 042308
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject drinking underneath the Pacific Ave bridge. Subject was warned for drinking in public.

14...CIVIL INCIDENT     LOT 3           042308
Victim reported her vehicle was scratched while sitting in her vehicle. Driver of the second vehicle was contacted by dispatch and responded back to the victim to provide his information.

15...CASUALTY           MAIN GYM        042308
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male with a head injury. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

16...THEFT             MAIN GYM        042308
Victim reported his cell phone stolen while left unattended. Officer initiated a report.

17...ACCIDENT          LOT 23          042408
Victim reported her vehicle was struck by a golf cart. Officer assisted the victim and initiated a report.

18...THEFT             PACIFIC ATHLETIC CENTER 042408
Victim reported her wallet missing or stolen. Officer initiated a report.

19...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT ATCHLEY WAY 042408
Officer checked on a parked vehicle with ignition switch damage and the windows rolled down with property inside. Dispatch was unable to contact the owner.

20...NARCOTICS         GRACE COVELL    042408
Officer reported a strong odor of marijuana. Officer arrested one male subject at 12:20 PM for possession of narcotics.

21...WEAPONS           FARLEY HOUSE    042408
Officer initiated checkout of a bicyclist. Officer arrested subject at 2:38 PM for possession of weapons and drug paraphernalia on campus.

22…VANDALISM  LOT 10  042408
Victim reported someone removed the lock from the driver side door of his vehicle on 3/23. Officer responded and initiated a report.

23…CASUALTY  MAIN GYM  042408
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject having a possible asthma attack. Ambulance transported the subject to a local hospital.

24…AUTO BURGLARY  METHODIST CHURCH  042508
Officer responded to a report of a window smashing in the parking lot. Officers conducted special checks of the area.

25…THEFT  MC CONCHIE HALL  042508
Victim reported his video game equipment stolen from the common area. Officer responded and initiated report.

26…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  042608
Officer reported an interrupted auto burglary. SPD was informed of the suspect description.

27…VANDALISM  KNOLES LAWN  042608
Officer reported a possible vandalism to a pole. Physical plant confirmed vandalism. Officer initiated a report.

28…CASUALTY  BUCK HALL  042608
Officer and medics responded to a report of a female who fainted. Officer advised subject refused medical and turned over to a parent.

29…DISTURBANCE  DAVE BRUBECK & PACIFIC  042608
Officers responded to a report of a disturbance (verbal argument). Officers contacted the subjects and subjects agreed to go their separate ways.